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MURDER, SHE WROTE

Legitimating the Meat Economy
with “Femivorism” 

by John Sanbonmatsu, P

As the ecological, health, and ethical contradictions of animal

earth, a “legitimation crisis” has developed around the animal economy.

for locavorism, organic farming, Slow Food*, and regenerative and 
silvopas

harms of industrial farming. By raising farmed animals more naturally 

of forcing them to live in cages and feedlots, we might thus create a 

the environment, farmers, consumers, and the animals too. Millions of 
consumers have responded to this vision, seeking out animal commodities 

2

cooking, and the communitarian pleasures of shared meals.

† Silvopastoralism is a form of agriculture that integrates animal foraging and 
grazing with forest environments.
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THE HUMANE HOAX

killing and eating animals was closely associated with masculine virility 
and power through the myth of “Man the hunter.”3 Though it is still 
overwhelmingly men who run the cattle, dairy, and meat industries—

of women’s empowerment. As Lily McCaulou The Call of the 
Mild: Learning to Hunt My Own Dinner, an account of her transition from rr

feminism.”

Three Guineas, 

and

male aggression and cruelty toward nonhuman animals. By contrast,
for today’s “femivores”—as The New York Times

than the musty feminism of their predecessors, with its specter of an
Moosewood Cookbook as 
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economy. By depicting violence against animals as a form of women’s
empowerment and maternal care, femivorism is providing society with a 

THE NEW FEMININE MYSTIQUE

have written memoirs recounting their experiences participating in forms

Humane Livestock Handling 
Still Life My Ranch 

Too: A Wyoming Memoir Righteous 
Porkchop Killing It: An
Education Cleaving: A Story of Marriage,
Meat, and Ob

Hit 
by fessions of a Counterfeit Farm Girl;l  Barnhart: The Incurable Longing 
for a Barn of One’s Own; The Dirty Life: A Memoir of Farming, Food, and Love; A 
Girl and Her Pig; Sheepish: Two Women, Fifty Sheep, and Enough Wool to Save the 
Planet; and One Woman Farm: My Life Shared with Sheep, Pigs, Chickens, Goats, 
and a Fine Fiddle

The New 
York Times and on s NPR

bildungsroman
depicted the moral and psychological development and maturation of a 
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THE HUMANE HOAX

self in the process. What we might term the femivore bildungsroman traces a
similar narrative arc, recounting its author’s painful journey on the road

dominating and killing nonhuman animals can the hero forge a new self 
in the smithy of her soul.

The Feminine Mystique

The authors of today’s femivore farming memoirs, nearly all of them

The Feminine Mystique

food reporter for the Chicago Tribune takes up animal farming when she 

Killing It: An Education, 

makes Friedan’s analysis all the more relevant for my discussion here, since most
“femivore” authors are drawn from much the same demographic group.
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Camas Davis’s chronicle of her transformation from magazine editor to

Saveur.rr

charcute

psychoanalysis, coaching soccer, or organizing a saving mission to Africa.
For these women, however, only the farming cure will do. Feminists once 
dreamed of changing the world; all these memoirists want, however, is a 

animal farm of their own. Though many 

ears or feeding pigs.” One Woman Farm, farming 

For professional white women who’ve grown tired of having to please

controlling animals is a way to escape feeling controlled themselves—a
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corporate machine, now she’ll do the tethering.
Bereft of community and a sense of deeper purpose, the women 

Francisco, or Seattle to homestead in rural townships in Michigan, 

director at Family Circle,

exchanges her life in Manhattan, where she “splurged on Miu Mius, 

Chickens in the Road,d

Scenes in which the author exerts mastery over a large animal feature

leather lines, her voice, and her carriage whip.” Soon, Woginrich has 

Carriage whip. Blinders.

splurged on Miplurged on M
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Singletree. Lines.”
carrying her up a hill, Woginrich digs him sharply with her heel, then
gives him the taste of rawhide—a piquant reminder to Merlin of the true
nature of their “conversation.” Crucially, the mastery the women achieve
is real, not merely notional—the mental and physical domination of 

The Dirty Life, controlling a horse 
means “you’re on top, a position of power.”

animal other, she has mastered herself.

that complicates the authors’ claims to having achieved existential 
Mud Season: How One 

Woman’s Dream of Moving to Vermont, Raising Children, Chickens and Sheep, and 
Running the Old Country Store Pretty Much Led to One Calamity After Another

across the genre. The women all poke fun at their “greenhorn” farming 

downs with “mean” roosters, whom they “courageously” vanquish at 

women depict themselves as roughing it, meanwhile, enacting pastoral 
they surf 

the internet, play FarmVille on their iPhones, and curl up at night to 

lovingly depict as their infants and children.

MOTHERING “BABIES”—T— HEN KILLING THEM

Bucolic Plague
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an old estate in the country.  As in the women’s memoirs, the gentlemen

as smug city slickers who get their comeuppance wading in cow dung 
and pig entrails. Like their female counterparts, too, the men portray 
their rural experiments as a way to achieve a sense of authenticity and

Animal, Vegetable, Miracle

organic animal farm. Portions of getable, Miracle were devoted

the author chiding vegetarians 

“Who among us has never killed living 

fact, professes not to like the word “killing” at all, preferring instead to 
speak of “harvesting.” While “harvesting” animals “is a lot less fun than

“a similar operation on principle and the same word.”20

Notwithstanding her attack on vegetarians as sentimentalists, 

them to her own children. 
calendar, to mark the day the chicks she has ordered are to arrive from

having helped care for chickens at the family’s previous home.

of f Animal, VegetaAnimal, 
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Animal, Vegetable, Miracle has inspired 

Hit By a Farm, after 
nother 

for a midnight delivery.”23 For memoirist Ellen Stimson, the decision “to

 As
the pregnant animals approach their due dates, the women anxiously take

 Cradling 

eyed.”

For femivore memoirists who are single and childless, rearing farmed

a single parent raising a goat,” Jenna Woginrich writes, recounting how
 Another 
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a few pints of milk each day; Woginrich however is soon producing 
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I’m doing it

The traditional human dependent is of course not the domesticated

dependent, the sort demanding unwavering parental attention and care, 

a child, in a way, is not merely to have a dependent, it is to nt. 

femivores, however, have gravitated to a new kind of “dependent,” one 

memoirists want only ersatz children, ones requiring only a simulation

killing the animals outright, they’re killing them through malign neglect.
Animals die left and right on the women’s farms, with such frequency 

that the reader needs a scorecard to keep up. Sheep get crushed to

hous

her “from the waist down.”33 Snowstorms on the McCorkindale farm 

When she and her partner
accidentally get their herd of sheep pregnant out of season, they correct

to to be be dependentdependen
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remarks, “There’s a saying in farming, ‘if you’re going to have livestock,
you’re going to have deadstock.’”

Such perils are meant to distract the reader from the fact that it is 

how “they imprinted on me as Mama and rushed happily to greet me 

Ville” for having deceived the young turkeys into mistaking her for their
mother, since she has only taken them under her own wing in order to
eventually kill them. However, once the chicks mature into young adults

them around. “Many of us were relieved that year at harvest time,” she 

mother and child, in a tacit acknowledgment that, unlike picking apples

M

visitings of nature,” compassion, can she proceed with her “fell purpose.”
The memoirists similarly suppress natural stirrings of empathy in order

writes Novella Carpenter in Farm City: The Education of an Urban Farmer of 

head.
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to this tender animal in my arms, wanting to protect her from whatever
dangers lay ahead,” except for the most lethal of all—herself. When an

his nose.” Weeks later, Friend sits in her pickup outside a slaughterhouse,
weeping, as “Mr. Playful” is killed. By suppertime, however, she’s right

that died”—a telling use of the passive voice which,

whether the animals are “really as intelligent as everyone” says they

pragmatic farmer, not a soft sentimentalist.” Though Carpenter and 
other femivores often accuse vegans of “sentimentality,” however, it is 
they who engage in sentimental depictions of the animals they exploit 
and kill, treating them not as individuals worthy of dignity or respect, 

hear  sorts of empty gestures, like Friend crying in her pickup, 
or th ueur 
recur throughout all of the memoirs.

confused with genuine sentimentt
in his critique of Uncle Tom’s Cabin 

Sentimentality, the ostentatious parading of excessive and spurious
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life, his arid heart; and it is always, therefore, the signal of secret
and violent inhumanity, the mark of cruelty.

Bones, Blood and Butterrr

that each time she changes diapers on a “noncompliant child” she’s
reminded of trussing chickens and wrangling eels. After Hamilton sends 

Many of the memoirists speak of “getting their hands dirty,” a

dirt 
The Dirty Life.

Chickens in
the Roadd

But the truth is,
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“tough enough” when the moment of truth comes, they prove eager and
even impatient to kill.

down the windows, crank up the radio, and sing at the top of my lungs,” 

the author writes that “no other kill . . . evokes such pure elation as

exterminating much larger animals. Her moment of arrival comes the day 

 For 

to signify loss of a childlike innocence in the acceptance of the “adult
The 

Vegetarian Myth

Farm City
menses when sh r
her Moosewoo and replacing it with The Encyclopedia of Country 
Living “marked ““

A leading force in locavore politics in the San Francisco Bay area, 
Carpenter is an especially eager killer of animals, someone who enjoys 

learns in a phone call that Sheila has gone ahead and killed the animals 
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them “delicious.”
revenge” she enacts on an opossum who’d made his way into the poultry

it “down on the opossum’s neck,” thrusting repeatedly until his head rolls 

savage.”
in evidence just a few weeks later, when she carries a trusting white duck 

victims, give the lie to the memoirists’ repeated claims to “love” and 

panic.”
“steal it from its mother” in order “to do things to it.” “We sneak up to
a pair of sleeping twins and each pick one up. The ewe no longer sees

traumatized sheep and cows returning day after day to the ground where 

slightest remorse or sympathy for their victims. The women even joke 

has raised will soon “die in the same place where she has spent the last

and scratches the pig’s ear, the pig turns and looks at her “curiously,” 
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of this Pig,” Woginrich writes. Soon, a trio of hired killers arrives in a 

need 
to the “whole process, from holding a piglet in a dog crate, squealing in 

HUNGER GAMES

* The Moosewood Cookbook

Moosewood 

Food and Wine magazine. 

said that she didn’t “want people to eat meat;” she’d only “wanted to 

vegetarians everywhere now mocked them. “For people who are against

the repudiation of a movement and a moment when many Americans, 

way of relating to food and to animals. How had the nation gone from
Moosewood to the spectacle of women hunting d

practices.
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many of the same reasons that men have, including a longing for a more 
“authentic” relation to nature and the food economy, and as part of a more
general cultural reaction against veganism and animal rights. However, to

However, whether that is indeed so depends on how we construe the history 

only formal parity with men, such as equality in the workplace and in 

and institutions, including the overcoming of rape culture and an end 
to militarism, imperialism, and racism. As the feminist poet and essayist 

suggested that it was not, and that patriarchal society’s “suicidal

oppression against other animals as one of the most destructive features

The Sexual Politics of Meat
Sexual 

Politics—Adams’ The Sexual Politics of Meat argued that the killing and t
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to violence under patriarchal relations.

decline for years, and feminist interest in vegetarianism, too, had waned.

political reaction had set in, transforming the political and cultural
landscape and leading to a retrenchment of traditional gender norms. 

over identity politics, movement priorities, and competing currents of 
feminist theory—had fragmented the women’s movement and sapped it 

around winning formal parity with men, now came into ascendancy. As 
a consequence, more radical elements within the movement—those that 
had questioned the underlying structures and values of the patriarchal 
system, including speciesism—were eclipsed. Mainstream feminism 
thus moved further away from environmentalism, vegetarianism, and 
animal rights.

professions and had won key legal victories for reproductive rights and 
against discrimination in the workplace. However, women’s advances in
the workplace hadn’t altered their fundamental status, which remained 

Backlash: The 
Undeclared War Against American Women, in an echo of Betty Friedan’s 

cheerfully and endlessly repeated, that the struggle for women’s rights is 

ultul
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of gender equality, on the one hand, and women’s continuing status as the
social inferiors to men on the other—that created the cultural opening 

the mantle of feminism, have channeled their frustration and rage over

other forms of animal harm. The fact that the phenomenon has arisen

engagement—is no accident.
The Omnivore’s 

Dilemma Animal, Vegetable,
Miracle, helped to consolidate a new pastoral ideal in America, one

During this same period, a group of women in San Francisco issued
a manifesto for “locavorism,” a new grassroots consumer movement

sense of “connection” to the land. Men and women alike were drawn

“the word home
A house. The smell of cut grass, sheets on a line, a child running through
a sprinkler.”  After forsaking professional lives in the city, she and other 
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empowerment.
However, since few women today welcome the idea of a total retreat

to the domestic sphere, some countervailing demonstration of women’s 
power within the domestic sphere is plainly needed, in order to paper

for authenticity and independence, on the one hand, and their longings

domesticity. By “mothering” animals, then killing them, the women
have found a way to square the circle of the new femininity, which

an omesticated and 

while at the same time demonstrating the toughness and ruthlessness
we stereotypically associate with men. Having spent their whole lives 

now take a piece of the action for themselves. Hence the “swagger”—as 

sicc

Femivorism has given concrete form to cultural fantasies of a 
militarized white femininity, allowing women to claim a “transgressive”
status while nonetheless engaging in practices that keep them within 

ran my hand over the smooth, dark wood of the stock and shivered,”
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it makes sense,” Woginrich confesses. Fielding a gun for the

an air pistol, which she will use to kill groundhogs and other “pests”

Friend writes. Lebensraum

to wander across the women’s defense perimeter in search of food or

progressives suddenly reveal a patriotic fascination with all things military.

writes.

fetishistic tokens. Suzanne McMinn nails the tail of the raccoon she has
shot to the front porch—as a warning to other “pests,” just as colonial

the town

st

of men. With its false pieties of “respect” for animals, its love of guns,

movement—a maladaptive response to the contradictions of patriarchal
society—allied with some of the most destructive features of patriarchal 
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and
their arrows or send conservative state legislators scattering for cover

deer or pig pay. At the end of the day, however, sticking pigs is not the 

participate in society as the true equals of men.

FEMININE “CREDIBILITY” 

and killed “humanely” and with “compassion”—a myth crucial to 

advertises itself as the “World’s Leader in Animal Care,” while Tyson

the animals,” while its company personnel act as “stewards” of the 
animals they ex
health food stores and farmer’s markets. The very plasticity of “humane”

the two systems together.
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and nurturers to the “caring” work of industrialized animal agriculture. 

daughter, mother, granddaughter, or niece to . . . let the female consumer 

that, like it or not, does promote an instant degree of trust.” At a meeting 

ONCLUSION

Such women are modeling relations of genuine care and

of the animal economy.*

The New York Times or The New Yorker, norrr
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with animal agriculture, per se, only with the way it is practiced. However,
it isn’t just the animal industry that has a stake in this. Capitalists and 

“humane” meat is thus a convenience for all, a way to neutralize animal

cultural stereotypes of women as “natural nurturers” are proving more

and killing them, femivorism is reshaping cultural narratives around 
animals, gender, and dominion. And in doing so, it is removing from
our collective grasp one of the last resources we have for resisting the 
violence at the core of our civilization—compassion.

John Sanbonmatsu, an associate professor of philosophy
The Postmodern 

Prince: Critical Theory, Left Strateg y, and the Making of a New Political Subject
Critical Theory and Animal Liberation. A leading 

Omnivore’s Deception: What We Get Wrong about Meat, Animals, 
and the Nature of Moral Life.
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